
ALERTUS + 
REGROUP MASS NOTIFICATION
FAST, EFFECTIVE EMERGENCY ALERTING

Alertus Technologies and Regroup Mass Notification have partnered to bring organizations a 
comprehensive, unified solution for emergency alerting. Alertus offers a customizable array of 
emergency notification hardware that can initiate and be triggered by alerts from Regroup's 
award-winning, cloud-based mass notification platform. Our seamless integration combines the best 
hardware and software solutions on the market to keep your organization safe and informed at all times.

Our two-way triggering means you can configure emergency alerts to work exactly how and when you 
need them to ensure everyone in your organization has the correct information when seconds count.
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When an Alertus device like a USB panic button or fire alarm is triggered, they can be configured to notify 
specified groups in the Regroup Mass Notification system. Immediately alert your on-site security if a panic 
button is pushed, or notify everyone when a fire-alarm sounds.

ALERTUS           REGROUP

When a notification is sent out through Regroup’s cloud-based platform, Alertus devices can also receive 
the notification. Use this feature to send important alerts to computer desktops, LED marquee displays, 
outdoor speaker systems, VoIP phones, digital signage, and more. 

REGROUP           ALERTUS



Regroup’s cloud-based mass notification platform is designed to help strengthen your organization’s 
resiliency during a crisis, while also making day-to-day communication easier. Regroup’s system can 
unify your communications into one easy-to-use tool, helping you reduce costs while keeping people 
safer and more informed.

ABOUT REGROUP MASS NOTIFICATION

Every client gets text, voice, email, and social media messaging, along with unlimited groups, admins, 
and notification templates in the system.

FLEXIBLE MESSAGING & ADMINS

Reach everyone you need through email, text/SMS, push notifications, desktop notifications, and by 
triggering Alertus hardware devices.

Send alerts from anywhere with only two taps, and enable your recipients to receive your messages in 
the palm of their hand with Regroup’s free, secure mobile app.

Easily configure alerts from FEMA’s Integrated Public Alert & Warning System (IPAWS), NOAA & the 
National Weather System (NWS), ShakeAlert early earthquake warnings, and more.

Regroup allows you to ask for status updates or request responses through a variety of channels, and 
recipients can respond to give you the information you need.

Regroup will help you setup your account, import your contacts, create message templates, and even 
offer a free transitioning period from your current system.

When location matters, notify people in specific areas with Regroup’s multiple GeoTargeted messaging 
options. 

Easily confirm delivery of alerts to ensure your message has been received. You can also be alerted in 
real time of any delivery issues.

You’ll have a knowledgeable support team by your side to help with onboarding, training, and sending 
alerts anytime you need them.

THE MOST WAYS TO SEND & RECEIVE

FREE MOBILE APP

AUTOMATED WEATHER ALERTS

TWO-WAY COMMUNICATIONS

EASY IMPLEMENTATION

GEOTARGETED ALERTING

COMPREHENSIVE ANALYTICS

24/7 CLIENT SUPPORT TEAM


